
Cindy  
Miller

PROFESSIONAL GOLFER

LPGA NATIONAL TEACHER OF THE YEAR

CERTIFIED BEHAVIOR & MOTIVATION ANALYST

Inspires you to own your

game in business, in  

sport, and in life!



Life is too short to allow bad shots, adversity, or mistakes to bring you down. Whether 

it’s  your finances, your relationships, parenting, health, or even your profession, the 

reality is we all make mistakes. Many times, that’s what leaves one pondering how it

went wrong. Have you ever asked yourself, “How did I end up here?”

What is “it®”?  Your potential, passion, and possibly even your purpose in life. Some 

of you already have it®. Some may have had it® and lost it®.  Nike tells us just to do 

it®. But how?  If there’s another breath in your lungs, there’s another chance in your 

bones.  So, dust yourself off and get ready to  own it®.

That’s where LPGA professional Cindy Miller invites you to defeat your demons, seize 

your opportunity, and own your game.  Now, first off, audiences rave about Cindy’s story, 

and second, she actually changes lives. This is your invitation to own your game® in

business, in sport, and in life.

Permission Granted.

No one tries to miss ‘it®’ on 

purpose.

“
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Speakingtopics

1 THE “IT” BOX

A Box.  A Nail.  A Mirror.  A Seed.  Cindy makes 

use of these simple things to teach you the 

steps you need to take in pursuing the most 

important thing in the world - your it®

Potential. Passion. Purpose.
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2 THE WHY BEHIND WHAT    

MOTIVATES YOU

What motivates employees or clients?  Knowledge 

of an individual’s motivators can tell us WHY they 

do things the way they do.  Can you learn to 

discern what your employees and clients 

ultimately desire?  You can.  Cindy teaches you the 

seven motivators and how to identify them in 

others so you can effectively manage employees 

and communicate with clients.  

3 IMPROVE YOUR TEAM      

FROM THE INSIDE OUT

High performing teams, when firing on all cylinders 

can capitalize on opportunities.  What causes teams 

to lose focus, be disengaged, and non functioning?

In this session Cindy identifies the three most 

important components of winning teams.  These 

characteristics are similar to teams that win Super 

Bowls, Ryder Cups, and World Series. 

All three motivational  experiences can be delivered as a standalone keynote address or paired with enlightening behavior assessment exercises in either 

a half-day workshop  or full-day seminar.



Cindy Miller is a former LPGA Tour player who currently competes on the Official

Legends Tour of the LPGA. Voted LPGA National Teacher of the Year, she is a

veteran of five U.S. Women’s Opens, sits on the Golf Digest Magazine list of Top 50

Women Teachers in America, and is a Golf Channel Academy Lead Coach. Cindy co-

hosts a weekly podcast called “The Women of Golf”.

As a Certified Behavior, Motivation, and Emotional Intelligence Specialist, she delivers

programs that inspire and challenge you to unlock potential and create solutions for

improving overall performance.

The “it®” Box, The WHY Behind What Motivates You, and Improve Your Team From

The Inside Out have proven to empower participants to increase their own earning

potential which have increased company revenues anywhere from 5-25%.

Her passion mixed with humor, and to the point style is not only contagious, but a

breath of fresh air.

As the CEO of Cindy Miller, Inc., her message has reached employees at companies

such as Pepsico, Microsoft, The Hartford, LPGA, Church Mutual Insurance,

Independent Health, and more.

ABOUT

Cindy Miller
CEO, CINDY MILLER, INC.
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“Cindy Miller has beaten the  

odds and achieved more  

than and beyond even her  

own expectations. Her story  

is told to encourage others  

through their own personal  

struggles in sport, business  

and life. ”

“Every person felt valued,  

appreciated, and reassured  

about their own purpose  

which motivated them  

beyond our expectations!”

"Our members tell us that  

revenues have grown 

anywhere from 5‐25% as a  

result of taking Cindy’s  

program.”

In the news
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People are 
talking about 

Cindy

– JIM KELLY,

NFL Hall of Famer

– GAIL MACKAY,

President International Association of 

Microsoft Channel Partners, Canada

– CATHY AQUINO,

Independent Health



Continue the
Conversation

CINDY MILLER

@CINDYMILLERGOLF

@CINDYMILLERGOLF

CINDY MILLER
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